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 Progress of TPC R&D
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Design of the prototype

 Support platform: 1200mm×1500mm (all size as the actual geometry)
 TPC barrel mount and re-mount with the Auxiliary brackets
 Readout board (Done), Laser mirror (Done), PCB board (Done)

Laser part TPC part
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Laser map simulation

 New graduate student will be in our lab next month
 Yuan zhiyang

 Do Boris has experiences for it and give some 
consideration?
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 Summary of TPC in Rome meeting
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Summary report of  TPC part in Rome meeting
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ALICE TPC
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ALICE TPC
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TPC readout ASIC chip R&D in Tsinghua
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TPC for CEPC
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TPC for CEPC Space charge effect !
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Check and answer

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-
0221/9/04/C04025/pdf

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/
pii/S0168900216308221

High rate and lots of  ions make space charge 
effect to decrease IBF value !!!

http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/9/04/C04025/pdf
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/9/04/C04025/pdf
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/9/04/C04025/pdf
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168900216308221
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0168900216308221
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Check and answer -Gain

DOI: 1609.08010

Single GEM with very low Gain in our Exp.

space 
charge 
effect 
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Check and answer- Ipad

Green，T2K，Et=200V/cm, Ed=200V/cm, V_mesh=400V, V_Gem:30~300V
Yellow，Ar/iso(95/5) ，Et=200V/cm, Ed=200V/cm, V_mesh=400V, V_Gem:30~300V

Current of  Pad is very low in our Exp.

space 
charge 
effect 

space 
charge 
effect 
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Check and answer- рion×d
Current of  Pad is very low in our Exp.

Green: T2K，Yellow: Ar/iso(95/5)

T2Kgas Ic: 4pA～59pA，～103 （fC/cm2）
Ar/iso gas Ic : 3.5pA~53pA, ～103 （fC/cm2）

space 
charge 
effect 
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GEM+MM@CEPC R&D
Photo peak and escape peak are clear!
Good electron transmission.
Good energy resolution.

e+e- machine
Primary Neff is small: ~30
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GEM+GEM+MM@ALICE R&D
Photo peak and escape peak are merged!
Electron transmission and the energy 
resolution are not good.

Heavy ions machine
Primary Neff is small: >300
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 High LPI mesh
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1. One warp wire plus one weft wire: -|-|-|-|-|- (example) 

The 400LPI is normal and cheap. The high LPI could be reach 
to 500LPI, 600LPI and 735LPI and it's very difficult to find the 
more than 735LPI. The price will be 10 times than 400LPI. Of  
course, we could try the small active area of  100mmX100mm.

High LPI mesh

560LPI sample
1m*1m Got !
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2. One warp wire plus two weft wires: -||-||-||-||-
(example)

The thickness is more than the previous type. 
The high LPI could be reach to 600LPI, 700LPI, 800LPI, 

1200LPI and more. How about this type?

High LPI mesh
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Thanks.
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